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 Geoff Warr (1951-2024)


By Peter FurtadoArticles            


Geoff was in every sense a dearly loved pillar of Shintaido in Britain, practising for over 40 years, serving twice as chair of our organisation, and a man always ready…
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 Hino Kata on Zoom


By Charles BurnsAll, Technical notes            


Ever since I discovered the possibilities of Zoom keiko, at the start of the pandemic, I wanted to find a way to teach bojutsu on Zoom.
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 Ito Sensei in Britain


By Peter FurtadoArticles            


Amid the many beautiful tributes to Ito Sensei, one aspect of his Shintaido career has so far been somewhat passed over. Although we saw less of him in recent years,…
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 Kangeiko 2024 report – Dokan


By Susan LacroixArticles            


The them for this year’s kangeiko was Dokan: Way of the Circle (or is it Circle of the Way?) As every year, the kangeiko took place at Douai Abbey
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 Shintaido and autism (video)


By Charles BurnsArticles, Local class News            


A talk given to the Autism Hounslow Society on 23 October 2023. I speak about shintaido, what it is and its impact on my life. The talk finishes with a…
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 A New Life


By Geoff WarrAll, Articles            


This article is offered initially to the group of Shintaido practitioners who attended this year’s British Daienshu, the title and theme of which was “New Life”. It may later find…
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 Shinsei or New Life – Daienshu 2023


By Peter FurtadoArticles            


This event at Worth Abbey School, led by Masashi Minagawa and managed by Charles Burns with the assistance of Viola Santa, represented new life in many respects. In addition to…
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 New Space, New Poetry: kangeiko 2023


By Charles BurnsAll, Event Reports            


Our kangeiko in 2023 took place from Friday 6th to Monday 9th January at a new venue in Shropshire. It was a well attended event with the focus on community…
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 Shintaido – an Introduction for Quakers


By Carina HamiltonAll, Articles            


By Carina Hamilton, March 2021 ‘Shintaido is a unique combination of martial arts and body movement that cultivates the spirit along with the mind and body. It has been called…
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 Teaching Shintaido (and Golf) to Kids


By Peter FurtadoAll, Articles            


Being introduced to Shintaido has been one of my greatest gifts in life; encouraging me to learn more and deepen my self understanding. Whether it’s practicing with somebody or on…
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 Shintaido Outreach


By Nagako CooperAll, Event Reports            


In early September, I received a call from Ianto and his wife, Liz who used to come to the Lightwave class and also often attended the annual Gower Gasshuku. They…
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 A year in the life of an instructor


By Charles BurnsAll, Local class News            


2015 has been a memorable year in my career as a Shintaido instructor. I have had the strange impression that things are trying to happen by themselves, but somehow not…
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 Shintaido Demonstration – Hawkwood Open Day


By Nagako CooperAll, Event Reports            


Every year on the May Bank Holiday, Hawkwood College in Stroud holds Open Day, which is a family friendly event with lots of free workshops, maypole dancing, music and storytelling,…
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 Reflections on: More than just a meeting of a group, it is a community I feel part of!


By Charlotte StaceAll, Articles            


I had planned to come to the Kangeiko for many months as for me that time of year without it is very strange. This is especially so when I have had…
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 Japan 400 Plymouth


By Nagako CooperAll, Event Reports            


This year, 2014, is a very special year for Anglo-Japanese relations. The little-known tale of John Saris, Captain of The Clove, and his journey 400 years ago is an epic one. He…
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Join our mailing list
Sign up for news of British Shintaido events and workshops by entering your details below.

We do not share your information with third parties.






Newsletter

Signup for news and special offers!
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Become a member
			Membership starts from just £30 per year and benefits include significant discounts at BS events and equipment purchases, as well as the paper version of Taimyo magazine. It is also a requirement if you wish to take exams.

Please see our Membership section to find out more about how you can support the development of Shintaido in the UK:

Support us




								



Contact us
			info@shintaido.co.uk

Looking for a local class?

To contact individual Shintaido instructors or BS management please visit our Contact page:

contact us
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